Use your e-ID
Because life is easier in a smart world!

INTRODUCTION
USE YOUR PHONE,
EVERY STEP OF THE WAY.
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Tethys is your ID on your phone. We have found
a new approach to Identity verification using
technology, artificial intelligence and innovative
thinking compared to the traditional methods.
We make it simple to use your e-ID and never
have to worry about carrying a physical one.
For both our users and partners, our aim is to
ensure a smooth and simple solution for the
digital world we are moving towards while
providing top-grade security for your data and
ensuring that only you have access to your data.
We provide a digital alternative to physical IDs
and reduce the mass production of plastic cards.

By using the Tethys e-ID, together we
will be considerably reducing the amount
of plastic IDs produced every year.
To learn more, contact us at
info@tethyseid.com

Be Inspired.

Believe. Be You.
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STEPS FOR USERS
Free to use, the user is given the possibility to safely
upload their driver license and passport to generate
their encrypted digital identity
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WHY US
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SAFE AND CONVENIENT
ID VERIFICATION

FIGHTING GLOBAL
WARMING

FAST AND RELIABLE
SERVICES

Going out with family and
friends should be fun all the
way, and you don’t want those
precious moments ruined by the
absence or loss of a physical ID.

By providing a solution that
enables smart transition to digital
IDs we are significantly reducing
the quantity of traditional plastic
IDs produced every year.

The e-ID is a digital identification
system based on artificial
intelligence. It uses the latest
technologies in the market to
ensure that transactions are safe.

◼ Secure & encrypted digital ID
◼ All your accounts in one place
◼ Build meaningful loyalty with
your favourite places

◼ One less physical tender to
worry about
◼ Your phone contains all you need
◼ Verify your ID in a jiffy!

◼ The fastest ID
verification solution
◼ 100% accuracy guaranteed
◼ Robust procedures
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Download app
available both on
google play store
and apple app store

Take a selfie This
step captures your
biometrics and helps
prevent any fraud
against your account.

Your e-ID is ready
for use can be used
at any Tethys partner
such as games,
hospitals or bars etc.

Sign Up using your
email and phone
number sign up.
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Upload your
physical ID a government
issued photo ID such
Passport or Driver's
License.

Never have to worry about forgetting
your ID while also positively impacting
the environment.

Tethys e-ID is the solution
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DOWNLOAD APP

PARTNER
ONBOARDING
PROCESS
Become a Partner Improve
your customer service
using our e-ID solution

Available both on
google play store
and apple app store

9 DIGIT CODE
Enter the unique
ID code provided
by our team

DATA & ANALYTICS
READY TO USE
Your Tethys
e-ID scanner is
ready to use

We provide our partners with a range
of demographic analytics for users to
help better understand their habits and
preferences. This will also enable our
partners to learn more about their customer
base as well as fuel marketing and sales
efforts in a way that makes sense for them.
The big data analytics include:
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Total number
of scans

2

Gender split

4

Count of user
per location
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Scan per date
and time of day

3

User age
range chart

647-550-8935
info@tethyseid.com
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SUBSCRIPTION PRICING
0.21

Fast Scan*

WORLD CLASS SECURITY
Security is a top concern for all individuals and
organizations, and it is important to understand your
security needs if you are exploring using Tethys e-ID
and e-ID scanner. Ensuring your top grade security
is always our number one priority.

3 000 Unique
Scans/Week
•U
 p to 3
scanner
accounts

• I n-app
big data
analytics

Premium*
10 000 Unique
Scans/Week
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$/UNIQUE
SCAN

0.25

$/UNIQUE
SCAN

5 000 Unique
Scans/Week
•U
 p to 5
scanner
accounts

$/UNIQUE
SCAN

0.25

Gentle*

• I n-app
big data
analytics

No Cap*
Unlimited
e-ID scans

0.20

$/UNIQUE
SCAN

Your personal information will always be safe
and secure with our bank-grade security and
encryption systems ensuring there will be no
data breaches or leaks. Because we care about
you and appreciate your trust in our sustainable
solution, we are always working round the clock
to protect your account and every single check
you would do or have already done.

Get up to 15% monthly discount through our social media referral program*,**,***.

Don’t worry about forgetting or losing your ID,
License or Health card anymore. Tethys’s secure
and convenient e-ID solutions will help you out.

*Price display in CAD, based on annual billing, but do not include applicable taxes.
**Social media account qualification required.
***Eligible after the 3rd month of the term.

•U
 p to 10
scanner
accounts

• I n-app
big data
analytics

•C
 ustomer
flagging

•∞
 scanner
accounts

• I n-app
big data
analytics

•C
 ustomer
flagging
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ABOUT US

BUSINESS BENEFITS
ID verification and
big data analytics

Alphalabs.io provides Tethys e-ID, an ID verification & Big data analytics software, which helps both
users and partners to have a hassle free identity verification process while positively impacting our
environment. It was founded by Ulysses-Pacome Koudou, data scientist, in 2020 with a vision inspired
by the desire to impact communities and businesses with the help of constructive technologies.

User
Authentication

Real-Time
Analytics

Ensuring the users are
real people and no
duplicates

Being able to view user
insig s as ey come an
go will help you doing
business better

ID Verification

Scan History

Only using government
issued photo ID to
ensure security

Past history of users
scanned available up
to 7 days

Community

Businesses

We strive to reduce the environmental
harm caused by traditional paper and
plastic ID generation. Giving back to
communities by collaborating with
schools and universities to educate
youth about technology trends as
often as they

The goal is to help businesses bridge
technology gaps by providing in depth
analytics on real-life traffic to their
establishments, versus online metrics.
With our advanced analytical processes,
we ensure a high quality service without
compromising the data privacy of our

Technology
We aim to democratize the Artificial
Intelligence concepts and processes to foster
the rise of new potentials all over the globe.
Tethys provides e-ID solutions that will help
everyone to step into the future together.
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Database
Management

24/7 Email
Support

Safely storing,
managing and updating
user data

We are always
available for our users
and partners

647-550-8935
info@tethyseid.com
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SUPPORT
THE VISION
The Tethys e-ID is an App
powered by Artificial Intelligence
and built on the latest
technologies available. Your
donations will be used to achieve
the following objectives:

CONTACT US
www.tethyseid.com
647-550-8935
info@tethyseid.com
/tethyseid

Continuous improvement
of the e-ID app in order to
deliver more convenience
to users.
Business development
activities and campaigns to
allow subscribers use the
e-ID solution anywhere in
the world.
Serve all research purposes
in line with Artificial
Intelligence advancements
and data regulations, such
as the GDPR.

647-550-8935
info@tethyseid.com
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Tethys e-ID

Because life is easier in
a smart world! By AlphaLabs.io
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